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Philippians 3: 12 I don’t mean to say that I have already achieved these things or that I have already
reached perfection. But I press on to possess that perfection for which Christ Jesus first possessed me.
13 No, dear brothers and sisters, I have not achieved it, but I focus on this one thing:
Forgetting the past and looking forward to what lies ahead, 14 I press on to reach the end of the race
and receive the heavenly prize for which God, through Christ Jesus, is calling us....
15 Let all who are spiritually mature agree on these things. If you disagree on some point, I believe God will
make it plain to you. 16 But we must hold on to the progress we have already made.
17 Dear brothers and sisters, pattern your lives after mine, and learn from those who follow our example. 18
For I have told you often before, and I say it again with tears in my eyes, that there are many whose conduct
shows they are really enemies of the cross of Christ." <IF YOU SEEK TO FOLLOW GOD: You are NOT "bad".>

CHORUS (has a half-time feel)
DO NOT believe the chorus in your head, that
you're a "bad Mom" .... or "Bad Dad").
Mistakes will come, but a good Mom (or Dad) is known by THIS: They CARE!
VERSE 1
Truly bad parents fret "Reputation": wanting that "Label",
"Oh, you're SUCH a good parent!"
Not caring about their children more than them.
Sadly missing Joy while seeking Perfection.
wanting perfect children, like some prize to show all how we're skillful and wise.
Satan FIGHTS with LIES:
Ephesians 6: With God, we win!
VERSE 2
From the start, Satan puts lies in our heads:
Claimed that God did not mean what God clearly said.
Still Satan whispers accusations against us.
He's the Father of LIES: John 8: 44,
repeating his LIES... so... we will memorize this chorus of guilt and forget that:
GOD GIVES WEAPONS TO FIGHT LIES. Ephesians 6: With God, we win!
VERSE 3
From the start, Satan knows he cannot win
IF children believe parents' words about God.
So Satan sneaks in thoughts to "put children last", for
parents to put their desires before children, saying
"Better parents put their own selves first". Satan hopes we will forget that
GOD GIVES WEAPONS TO FIGHT LIES. Ephesians 6: With God, you win!
Song Story. Inspired by a great young mother who doesn't believe she is a Great Mom!.....
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